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Introducing OpSec® Fuse
Increasingly governments are turning to polycarbonate as their material of choice to deliver the 

most secure, durable and climate-resistant Identity cards. OpSec recognises such advanced 

materials require an equally high-performance DOVID (Diffractive Optically Variable Device) 

and are delighted to launch our new product OpSec Fuse. Fuse enables the integration of 

technologically sophisticated holography within a durable card structure to protect personal 

data, guard against criminal activity and maintain trust.

Our partners have expressed their frustrations caused by products suffering from extended 

set-up times, poor transfer, and an inability to withstand harsh process conditions. We have 

designed Fuse to exceed these challenging performance demands and still deliver bright, 

impactful designs that are intuitive to authenticate yet almost impossible to counterfeit. 

With over 35 years of experience supporting the financial transaction card and security print 

industries, OpSec is equipped with the technical expertise and end to end process capability 

necessary to meet these challenges.

Key Attributes: 

 ■ Exceeds all application and performance requirements

 ■ Resistant to harsh process conditions

 ■ Maintains image quality and brightness after lamination

 ■ Delivers bright, impactful designs that are simple and intuitive to authenticate

 ■ Technologically sophisticated and difficult to counterfeit

 ■ Manufactured in our ISO 14298 Government class approved facility

 ■ Available in roll format or pre-applied to polycarbonate sheets

We are confident OpSec Fuse delivers the high-performance you require and will improve the 

efficiency of your business. Please contact one of our experts on foils@opsecsecurity.com for 

further information about our product range and the opportunity to test OpSec Fuse. 
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Line art diffracts at different angles of view

 Magnetic field lines, constructed 

of 0.2mm micro text, light up at 

different angles of view

Diffractive Bas Relief gives land 

mass three-dimensional effect 

with diffractive colours

Diffractive keylines surround 

facets and land mass

Bright colour facets give gemstone 

appearance when tilted

Background area lights up when 

hologram is rotated through 90⁰

This diffractive optical variable device, or DOVID, has been exposed using precision electron-

beam lithography (EBL) equipment. Design patterns are generated from unique artwork files 

that are converted into data by our technical experts. By focusing a beam of electrons at an 

ultra-high resolution, the EBL equipment writes these patterns directly into the substrate and is 

capable of imaging objects below 10 nanometres. This technology allows precision control of 

the structures. Consequently, it is possible to realise effects and features that are impossible to 

replicate precisely using conventional imaging equipment.
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About OpSec

OpSec Security is the global market leader in securing and protecting brands. 

After decades of leadership in brand protection technology, OpSec grew to become the leading provider of fully 

integrated brand and document security, providing companies and governments with myriad solutions to help our 

customers ensure brand quality, reputation, and integrity.

OpSec is a leading innovator in online brand and digital content protection, offering our clients end-to-end 

safeguards against counterfeiting, piracy, and unauthorized usage. We continue to innovate, finding increasingly 

advanced ways to meet an ever-growing range of threats. Even as the counterfeiters, pirates, and other bad actors 

employ more sophisticated ways to damage your brand, we never stop getting better at protecting it. 

For more information, visit www.opsecsecurity.com 
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